Beavers Outlast BYU by 71-69; Roman and Hutchins Star at Center

By Haak Wester

It doesn't necessarily take a double-tourney win to arouse Madison Square Garden fans to a hysterical pitch. Brigham Young, the team that caused the Beavers to miss a OCNY game for the first time in 31 years, (the went to Buffalo to scout the Cougars against Niagara Saturday night), proved to try again as Holman's advance reports said they were. The Skyline Conference champs from Provo, Utah were certainly great last night, but not quite enough as City outlasted them, 71-69, in the best-played game seen in the Garden this season.

The chief fly in City's ointment was 6 ft. 5 in. Mel Hutchins, a springy-legged veteran. He hit for 24 points, kept BYU in the game after they had to lose it in the closing stages, and would have sent the game into overtime with a driving lay-up shot had not Ronnie Nadel put in a资本 shot but with a few seconds left to go.

The score changed hands no less than four times in the second half, and was tied five times. It wasn't until the 11:45 mark that the Beavers took the lead which they never relinquished, but with eight minutes left to play, they found it extremely difficult.

With the score tied 57-57, Warner rebounded successfully to initiate play. Nadel followed Warner's score with a beautiful running shot from the left side and Roman hit a foul attempt to make it 62-57. Hutchins converted a free throw for BYU, but Nadel added a brace of free throws a moment later to make it 64-58. Hutchins hit to make it 64-66, but Roman made two foul shots to gain back the six-point lead for City. A one-hander and a foul shot by Minson cut City's lead to three points, and the Lavender started to freeze the ball.

The freeze was broken with 3 minutes and 22 seconds left to play when Richie followed Warner. "Pops" made the shot

(Continued on Page Four)

(X) Election Slates Set: Levinrad Opposes Four

By Fred Boreux

Jerry Levinrad, Marv Drucker, Julian Ramos, Tom Andrews, and William Settler will head the ballot in the coming SC elections.

A list of candidates in 31 and '52 is counterbalanced by the tremendous number of candidates in 54, where there are seven for president and twenty-two for Student Council Reps.

Jerry Levinrad, who will be the third consecutive term, will run as an independent; Marv Drucker, SC SC Rep for the previous year; Settler will run on the Lavender ticket, and Julie Ramos will run on the Imitation Students from the Draft FILE. If Tom Andrews and Bill Settler run, they will run as independents.

Irwin Schiffer (L), SC secretary; Marv Maxor (DSS); William Buchanan, Walter Urban, and Joe Burdige are listed as the Vice-President candidates.

Abe Linn (L) is the only candidate for the office of Treasurer.

Ed Steinberg (L), and Sid Bernstein are the two candidates for the office of Secretary.

Many offices in the classes of 31 and '52 are uncontested. There are only one candidate for each executive position of the '32 class; Bernard Newman, running for President; Leonard Dyer, vice-President; Jeanne Lang, Secretary, and Marie Leyten, Treasurer.

In the class of '51, Paul Pert is the only candidate for President and there is no candidate for 31 Secretary. Jonathan Genserberg and Ron Neumann are the only candidates for 50 Secretary.

City's College Teachers Request Salary Equality

By Harold Cherry

Teachers of the four city-owned colleges have requested an immediate increase in their salaries to bring them in line with those of the public schools. In a report sent to Governor Dewey, Mayor Impellitteri and members of the Board of Estimate, the faculties declared that their morale is rapidly being undermined.

The complaint came from the Legislative Conference of the City Colleges, representing the two thousand teachers of Hunter, City, Queens and Brooklyn Colleges. The report recalled that an

(Arline Zeller - 1951 OCNY Queen

Hunter Faculty Okays Co-ed Uptown Center
The World Situation

No longer can we think of ourselves as college students with that characteristic look to the future. We are fighting the citizens of a free world that is slowly falling back before a determined and relentless foe. The future means nothing in the light of the bitter present, the importance of which no one can fail to realize.

No longer can we claim an immunity from the world's problems while we finish our studies. Decisions have to be made, and we must take the lead in helping to make them. Decisions have to be carried out, and we must take the lead in consummating them.

No one asked the soldiers of the Eighty Army their educational status before they were pushed back in Korea. No one asked Mao's army to wait until the end of the academic year to destroy the UN forces.

This is not the time for pessimism or fatalism. It is the time for resolute action based on the realization that it is our responsibility to help solve the nation's problem of peace or war.

Find That Green Card

One week from this Friday, (Dec. 15) the student body will vote to choose next year's Student Council. Among the problems in getting out the vote, the one of the forgotten Student Activities' Card is second only to general apathy in keeping the ballot from deserving hands. No ballot will be tabulated unless the election ticket of the GREEN activities' card is attached to it. We urge you to start looking for it with an eye to joining the order.

Fifteen days ago, out of sheer desperation, I joined the Lonely Male and Female Order. My reason for joining—l'love is love. Since I am now happy, I would like to relate my exciting experience so that I can induce some unfortunate introverts to join the order.

The first meeting attended was held in Green- ville on a bright Saturday morning. All the girls wore long gowns—no slacks. Since I was now happy, I would like to relate my exciting experience so that I can induce some unfortunate introverts to join the order.

At that meeting, Miss Rita Wilkins was quite attractive, sitting there in the room. Her eyes and her voice were now looking at me. I couldn't understand it—I felt self-conscious.

After I had introduced myself and stripped, Miss Wilkins announced that the next regular meeting of the organization would be held the following Wednesday in the Village. I was quite familiar with the place—I had been there a few times during the year.

In the next few days, I was eager for the announcement of the meeting. I had been waiting for it. I had been waiting for it.

The days after that were bitter. I couldn't think of helping others whom I despised with other girls, but some of them cried. I spent many an hour in Joe's bungalow in the back of the Library. L.M.A.F.O., which I dined with, for I detested them. They had given me up, so I must

It's funny though, as I looked back and thought about those days in the College I left behind, leaving a cherry for the kitten. I was happy then.

By Phil Wolcott

The Opium Den

By Phil Wolcott
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 8...THE SEA GULL

"I'm not as gullible as I look!"

Maybe our little over-water friend is just fishing for a compliment. On the other hand, he may have reference to all these quick-trick cigarette tests you hear about nowadays.

Well, he's not the only one who's been at sea. Frankly, how do you judge a cigarette by a swift sniff? Or another cigarette by one fast puff? What's all the rush about, anyway? When it comes to making up your mind about cigarette mildness, we think you'd like to take your time.

That's why we suggest:

The sensible test—the one that you make on a day after day, pack after pack tryout for 30 days. It's the 30-Day Canel Mildness Test! Simply smoke Canels—and only Canels—for 30 days. Let your own "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste) be your proving ground. When you've tried Canels as a steady smoke, you'll know who...

More People Smoke Canels—than any other cigarette!
Cougars Lead Beavers At Half, 34-33

ROLLAND MINSO
14 FOR BYU

BEAVER MATMEN
STUN NEWARK, 38-0

Before a crowd that was stunned into disbelief by what it was witnessing, the City College basketball team pulled itself out of the six-point hole that it was in and then hurled Newark squad by the score of 38-26. Perhaps these statistics should not be so freely employed in describing the phenomenal Beaver triumph unless when one realizes that the Laval captured 36 out of a possible 40 points in a wrestling match by virtue of seven falls and one decision there is no other descriptive process available.

Five of the Beaver wins by falls, came in succession with co-captain Tom Woods, Martin Saunders, Joe Cottreau, Dick Milkman, and Sam Shapiro quickly pinning their opponents.

Murray Saffron, a newcomer to Beaver grappling circles, scored his first collegiate victory as he took a decision in the 167 pound class. Co-captain Jerry Steinberg, who was not there because he had to build and a new method of replay had to be taken new, completed the pinning process.

With the team season completed, the team has surpassed last year's winning total by gaining four wins, three losses and three ties in an eleven-game schedule. The game against Seton Hall was postponed by rain.

Robert Roth, a recent city graduate, is the man hat did the remarkable job. Roth spread his 200 lbs. on a 6-3 frame, says his father himself, attributes what success he has had to the squad to his philosophy of being able, but to hustle even more. Though he is called "Fat" because he is thicker than in college basketball, Roth has not lost any scoring potential. Now, with Warner and Roman, Roth leads the team in scoring.

Roth and Floyd Layne must shoot and score if City has championship ideas this season.

Beaver 5 Reddies Cage For Missouri Tigers Sat.

By Mary Kilman

The Big-Seven folk of the Missouri Valley Conference started battling Thursday morning when Kansas State dropped a squeak to LIU, on Saturday night. The KSU Wildcat brethren come the Missouri Tige-

The game against Seton Hall was

points in '49-50 to lead Missouri scorers and although hampered by a twisted leg midway last season still made second-team in the AP's All-Big-Seven team.

Salaries...

The report cited that for the Missouri classroom instructor gets $2350 a year less than high school teachers; 633 assistant professors get $2300 less than first assistant professors in high schools; 324 associate professors get $1,900 less than elementary school principals and 411 professors get at least $2,500 less than high school principals.

ARMY HALL CANTER

1. SODA FOUNTAIN
2. TOBACCO
3. CANDY

5:00 A.M. To 10:00 P.M.

Wednesday, December 4, 1957

rah! Nothing Kalman.

Beaver 5 Reddies Cage For Missouri Tigers Sat.

By Mary Kilman

The Big-Seven folk of the Missouri Valley Conference started battling Thursday morning when Kansas State dropped a squeak to LIU, on Saturday night. The KSU Wildcat brethren come the Missouri Tigers.

The game against Seton Hall was postponed by rain.

Roth and Floyd Layne must shoot and score if City has championship ideas this season.